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1 Introduction
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) is an emerging class of software-controlled distributed systems that
have complex interactions with the physical world. CPS are increasingly important because they
offer socioeconomic benefits beyond classic embedded systems. For example, fully automated
self-driving cars promise efficiency of traffic movement that outperforms human drivers by an
order of magnitude [54].

CPS are difficult to engineer correctly. To tackle interacting physical and digital processes,
engineers often need to reason about continuous and discrete constructs using complex system
representations [42]. These representations need to express a broad range of behavioral aspects that
often include program execution, hardware operation, and mechanical dynamics. Another factor
that makes CPS engineering hard is timing: computations, networking, and physical changes must
be synchronized correctly [41]. Such synchronization is difficult to achieve in the face of non-
determinism and randomness of the physical world.

Safety-critical CPS are particularly demanding of correctness. For such systems it is desirable
to use rigorous up-front analysis and verification — as opposed to informal, post-factum, and ad-
hoc quality assurance. Formal modeling promises higher levels of assurance through the use of
mathematical theories and models, and can detect problems before implementation [64]. Addi-
tionally, formal models support algorithmic methods of interpretation and modification, which we
call analyses. Many analyses check properties of a model; for instance, the Failure Modes and
Effects Analysis (FMEA) [73] identifies potential failure modes of a component-based system. In
addition, some analyses augment a model based on some interpretation: for example, a bin packing
analysis [52] allocates threads to processors based on processor utilization. Such formal modeling
and analysis can check safety properties of CPS more exhaustively than simulation and testing.

CPS modeling methods (i.e., models and analyses), however, originate in many disciplines,
such as mechanical engineering, software engineering, and control theory. In practice this diver-
sity leads to heterogeneous engineering processes that may be hard to combine for one system’s
design. One reason that makes it hard is that analyses may depend on each other and, hence, need
to be executed only in certain order or under certain circumstances. For example, accurate control
simulation depends on how real-time scheduling analyses allocate computational tasks to proces-
sors [18]. Another obstacle to combining modeling methods is inconsistencies between models.
An example of an inconsistency is when the provided voltage in a battery model is less than the
voltage required by software in the real-time model. Such inconsistencies need to be addressed
from multiple perspectives to find a suitable resolution.

Failure to properly combine heterogeneous modeling methods may lead to miscommunications
and inconsistencies, which can cause design errors and ultimately system failures. Such errors can
take a substantial amount of time, effort, and funds to discover. In some cases these errors are not
discovered at all, causing system failures and catastrophic events, such as the Mars Climate Orbiter
Mishap [2]. I will refer to such inconsistencies between CPS modeling methods as the problem
of Modeling Method Integration (MMI). A way of addressing the MMI problem is then called an
MMI approach.

Although partial solutions to the MMI problem exist, the CPS community has not yet developed
general, effective, and practical solutions. Currently there are two major ways to address it. The
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first is to create a single language or formal system with universal semantics that can serve as
a lingua franca of all modeling methods that need to be integrated. All existing models then
need to be mapped into this universal language where inconsistencies and dependencies can be
directly discovered. Although this approach is intuitively straightforward, it may lead to complex
descriptions and an explosion of the verification state space, thus becoming inapplicable to large
systems. Another risk is that such a universal formalism might not exist due to incompatible
disciplinary modeling assumptions. For instance, discrete time and continuous time are difficult to
unify in a way that supports both formal systems [42].

The second way of integration is to preserve the diversity and heterogeneity of modeling meth-
ods through partial integration. As detailed in Sec. 6, several existing multi-model CPS frame-
works, like OpenMETA [74] and Ptolemy II [57], follow this approach. Although more practical
and realistic for the industrial context, most of these frameworks offer no formal support analysis
execution (and hence, do not offer strong guarantees of satisfying critical properties for designs
under modification); many of them are highly domain-specific (and hence, not general enough
to cover the whole field of CPS); and some assume top-down development from requirements to
implementation (and hence, make it difficult to incorporate new and non-conventional modeling
methods that had not been considered during the framework design).

A promising approach from the second category focuses on choosing an appropriate set of
integration abstractions for each CPS modeling method based on component models that use an-
notated graphs as an underlying formalism [61] [28]. This approach is often called architectural
because it relies on creating architectural views1 with domain-specific analyses for each model, and
integrating models through these views and analyses. The architectural approach overcomes the
rigidity and informality with, respectively, the flexibility of architectural views that enables specific
customization for each formalism, and a variety of possible consistency verification methods.

Recent additions to the architectural approach make it particularly attractive for heterogeneous
model integration. Bhave formulated multi-view CPS architectural representations by creating a
vocabulary of architectural elements that consists of physical elements (like forces), cyber ele-
ments (like threads), and cyber-physical transducers (like sensors and actuators) [5]. Based on
this vocabulary he developed a method for verification of structural consistency between models
through their views. This method has been shown to successfully analyze architectural views for
significant mismatches, which would lead to subpar performance and compromises in safety if not
fixed [6].

Despite its advantages, the architectural approach still has three significant limitations in terms
of addressing the MMI problem:

A. Informality of model-view relations and substantial manual effort to create and maintain these
throughout the engineering process. Bhave’s work, for example, assumed that model-view
relations are maintained manually, and did not investigate their formalization or automation.
For example, a Simulink model and its architectural view need to be related for the archi-
tectural approach to work, but there is no practical formalization or tool support for that
relationship.

1An architectural view is a model containing components and connectors annotated with properties [10] [5].
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Figure 1: Architectural approach to multi-model CPS consistency.

B. Model consistency violations caused by analysis-based modifications, and the subsequent
need to re-verify every property from scratch for every change. Previously, model-based
analyses were not considered in the architectural approach, and their ad hoc execution could
violate view consistency conditions. For example, an analysis that adds redundant sensors
for reliability also needs to update masses of physical components, otherwise consistency
between hardware and physical models is broken.

C. Limited expressiveness of consistency properties that are described solely at the architectural
level of abstraction, leading to the inability to verify richer properties in a multi-model envi-
ronment. Specifically, previous work considered static constraints on view parameters [60],
but did not incorporate terms with detailed semantic interpretation, for instance, behavioral
run-time properties like battery cell charge (which changes over time and cannot be fully
represented in a view). If consistency conditions with such terms are not verified, it is im-
possible to establish the correctness of modeling method integration.

In this thesis I plan to overcome these three limitations. Fig. 1 shows my vision of the
augmented architectural approach to modeling method integration. Annotated component-and-
connector views serve as a simplifying abstraction of heterogeneous models. This abstraction is
established and maintained via model-view relations. In addition to views, the analyses are explic-
itly represented, and their “interfaces” to views are specified as contracts. By reading and writing
elements of views instead of models, analyses can be made more general and reusable. Finally,
semantic properties for multi-model integration are expressed at the view level, and verified with
the help of models.
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More specifically, I am going to provide the following advancements to address the respective
limitations of the architectural approach:

I. A formalization of, and automated support for, model-view relations.

II. A framework for supporting automated analysis-driven transformation of models.

III. A method of domain-specific specification and verification of model consistency and analytic
soundness.

As I detail in the remainder of this proposal, a combination of these three advancements provide
the essential support for both the view level and the analysis level of integration in Fig. 1.

Part I of my thesis addresses the informality of model-view relationships (see Fig. 1). I de-
velop a formalism and a set of algorithms for automated creation and update of model-view re-
lations, even for models that are not structured based on components. One such model is hybrid
programs [56]. I create a vocabulary of domain-specific architectural elements and view-to-model
transformations of these elements for hybrid programs. Using these, I demonstrate that automation
of model-view relations is feasible and provides auxiliary modeling benefits such as component-
based analysis and reuse of model specifications.

Part II of my thesis is a framework for systematic analytic integration of CPS modeling meth-
ods. Analytic integration is synchronization of analysis executions across multiple modeling meth-
ods [66]. I develop a language for specifying analysis dependencies via a form of specification
called “analysis contracts”, and an algorithm for correct ordering and execution of analyses. To
enable correct analysis execution, contracts describe inputs, outputs, assumptions, and guarantees
of analyses. Furthermore, the framework includes automated techniques for resolving analytic de-
pendency loops. I demonstrate that this framework prevents model synthesis errors that can occur
due to an incorrect order of analysis execution.

Part III of my thesis is a language for expressing multi-model CPS integration properties, and an
algorithm to verify such properties. The language expresses formal constraints over architectural
views. It also incorporates terms with model-specific semantics2 to increase the expressiveness
of integration properties, while retaining the simplicity of the architectural specifications. This
language is used to specify both view consistency rules in Part I and assumptions/guarantees of
analyses in Part II. I demonstrate that this language can detect integration errors that would not
have been detectable with simpler architectural techniques like structural consistency (as described
in [5]).

I plan to validate my approach on realistic academic and industrial case studies and show its
feasibility, soundness, effectiveness, and generality. Each case study will feature several system
models and diverse analytic domains with potential inconsistencies. To support the research claims
(detailed in the Sec. 2), I will represent, discover, and prevent these inconsistencies. To enable
such validation, I plan to implement the discussed three parts of my thesis in architectural design
environments such as AcmeStudio [70] and OSATE2 [22].

2See Sec. 4.3 for details.
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In the next section I present my thesis statement. To elaborate on the thesis statement, I sum-
marize the modeling method integration challenges in the form of research questions, and present
my solution as a set of claims that express parts of my thesis statement.

2 Thesis
My research seeks to improve the state of the art in CPS modeling method integration. In prac-
tice, MMI is often performed informally and without firm guarantees of satisfying critical system
properties. This issue often leads to undiscovered errors in deployed systems. Another challenge
in MMI is that some integration approaches may be overly narrow and inflexible as a result of cus-
tomization to specific formalisms. To overcome these challenges, I plan to improve three qualities
of modeling method integration3:

• Soundness: a successful MMI approach needs to ensure that a collection of CPS models
does not contain inconsistencies. I will address behavioral and semantic inconsistencies that
are explained in Sec. 4. By soundness I mean theoretical guarantees that all such errors are
discovered or prevented using my approach.

• Effectiveness: a successful MMI approach needs to detect and prevent errors, not only in
theoretical examples, but also in realistic cyber-physical systems. Practical and useful inte-
gration is considered effective.

• Generality: a successful MMI approach needs to be applicable to a broad range of CPS
application domains and modeling methods. I describe specific domains and formalisms
that I will target in this thesis in Sec. 3 and 5. If an integration approach fails to incorporate
those domains and models, it is unlikely to apply to novel and custom models in practice.

The following thesis statement summarizes the proposed principle claim of this research:

Thesis Statement. We can improve the soundness, effectiveness, and generality of modeling method
integration for cyber-physical systems by augmenting the architectural view integration approach
with the following elements:

• a transformation-based automated support for model-view relations in CPS models;

• a language for specification of CPS analysis contracts, and algorithms for correct analysis
execution;

• a language to specify multi-model integration rules, and algorithms to verify statements in
this language.

3These qualities of interest are detailed in Sec. 5. Some other qualities, like precision of models, are out of scope
of this proposal, as further discussed in Sec. 8.2.
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The main focus of the proposed research is a theoretical vision for abstractions, languages, and
algorithms that enable modeling method integration. To supplement and demonstrate this vision,
the approach will be implemented as a toolset that supports CPS engineers in their MMI activities.

Below I decompose the thesis statement into research questions and respective claims about
my approach to MMI.

Research Question 1. How can MMI quality be improved by formalizing model-view relations?

Informality of model-view relations reduces the quality of modeling method integration be-
cause an engineer may introduce bugs when manually creating a view from a model or vice versa.
Such errors compromise integration soundness, and hence automation is expected to improve inte-
gration quality.

Claim 1. MMI soundness is improved by establishing and supporting model-view relations au-
tomatically through formal definition of formalism-specific architectural abstractions and their
transformation into respective models.

Research Question 2. How can MMI quality be improved by supporting execution of model-based
analyses from multiple domains?

If analyses are executed without automated support, they have to be orchestrated manually.
Manual orchestration may lead to introducing defects, and does not reliably detect integration
errors, thus reducing integration quality.

Claim 2. MMI soundness and effectiveness are improved by specifying analysis contracts, se-
quencing analysis execution in accordance with input-output dependencies, and by verifying ana-
lytic assumptions and guarantees.

Research Question 3. How can MMI quality be improved by expressing and checking multi-model
integration properties?

Integration properties that refer to elements from multiple domains or models are difficult to
express, let alone verify. It is particularly difficult when a property depends on the detailed (e.g.,
behavioral) semantics of a model. Providing a means of expression and verification for such prop-
erties would help improve the effectiveness and reduce the costs behind integration.

Claim 3. MMI soundness, effectiveness, and generality are improved by expressing multi-model
integration properties using a language with semantics partially deferred to models, and by check-
ing these properties using a combination of verification techniques, such as SMT solving and model
checking.

This thesis proposal focuses on improving the quality of modeling method integration. I plan to
demonstrate that, in addition, my approach provides auxiliary benefits beyond MMI. These benefits
may include improved model reuse, additional analyses that otherwise would not be possible,
incremental modeling and verification, and automated generation of models. One example of an
auxiliary benefit is using a SysML profile for a thermal CAD model [35] to check Object Constraint
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Language (OCL) constraints and generate thermal models to save engineers’ time. Another benefit
of my approach is application of verification for purposes other than contract verification. For
instance, a generated Spin model of thread scheduling [66] can be used to check schedulability of
tasksets by exploring their state space beyond the scope of applicability of static checks, such as
the response time test [39]. Preliminary work described in Sec. 7 shows promising auxiliary reuse
and analysis benefits of views for hybrid programs.

3 Background
This section gives more background on CPS modeling and integration in order to establish ter-
minology, elaborate on the modeling method integration problem, and define success criteria for
integration.

3.1 Modeling Cyber-Physical Systems
Safety-critical cyber-physical systems are often engineered using models [17]. A model is a for-
mal representation of a system or part of one [64]. A common CPS model is a linear hybrid
automaton (LHA) model: it has a well-defined mathematical form that combines discrete jumps
and continuous evolutions [27]. Each model has a referent – part of the system it represents, and
a purpose – a goal towards which the model is to be used [64]. For example, LHA can be used to
abstract out a system’s mechanical movement and automatically check the system’s collision free-
dom. Computer-aided CPS modeling relies upon formalisms [7] – languages (known as syntax) to
describe models and formal systems to define models’ meanings (known as semantics).

Many CPS formalisms enable analyses – algorithms to verify properties of models or augment
models to satisfy these properties. For instance, a binpacking analysis [52] allocates threads to pro-
cessors in a model to make it schedulable. Analyses take models as inputs and produce outcomes
in the form of conclusions regarding the system (e.g., whether a system is stable) and changes
to models, (e.g., what scheduling algorithm is used) . Some analyses are applicable only under
certain conditions. For instance, some thread model checking analyses assume that the system is
using rate-monotonic scheduling [9]. Applying such analyses to a model that does not satisfy these
conditions leads to unsound analysis results, such as labeling a faulty system as correct.

The syntactic, semantic, and analytic perspectives on modeling come together in the notion of
a modeling method – a cohesive set of formalisms, algorithms, and processes to represent, design,
and analyze a system in order to satisfy certain properties. A modeling method encompasses the
process of creating, changing, and using a model. This process determines when and how to create
a model, how to modify it, and how this model uses or informs other models. The notion of a
modeling method allows me to better address a broader range of CPS integration issues, compared
to previous work that concentrated on models or on analyses.

The field of cyber-physical systems combines modeling methods from different scientific and
engineering disciplines: control theory, electronic design, mechanical engineering, real-time schedul-
ing, energy and power, security, and so on [62][59]. CPS engineering requires, on the one hand,
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separating referents and aspects of modeling (e.g., an exhaust system or power distribution) in or-
der to reduce complexity and apply domain-specific analyses. Thus, design and implementation
are often divided across different disciplines. On the other hand, it is necessary to assemble the
results of different methods to create a cohesive system. Since most modeling methods have been
created in relatively isolated disciplines, separation of concerns has been relatively easy and exten-
sively practiced in CPS [41]. In contrast, combining the results of different methods remains an
outstanding challenge [18][62][41] that leads to the problem of modeling method integration (the
MMI problem, noted earlier).

To better understand the disciplines that contribute to CPS modeling, let us consider several
common modeling methods. These methods rely on formalisms that differ in their level of ab-
straction, computational model, notion of time, and so on [62]. For example, executable C code
describes discrete, ordered, and time-unaware computations. On the other hand, an ordinary dif-
ferential equation [78] represents a continuous and acausal physical process in continuous time.
CPS models also vary in their degree of mathematical formality: a Simulink signal-flow diagram
has a standardized syntax, but its formal semantics is not publicly accessible.

Let us consider several classes of CPS modeling methods4:

• Signal-flow modeling using such toolsets as Matlab/Simulink [13] or SCADE Suite [75]
for control design, and SPICE2 for circuit design [51]. These models are widely used for
control design and tuning via simulation in many industries including automotive, industrial,
and aerospace engineering [34] [46].

• Discrete state modeling using state machines, process algebras, statecharts, labeled transition
systems, and timed automata. The relevant concrete notations and tools are Promela/Spin [30],
FSP/LTSA [47], Matlab/Stateflow [13], MontiArcAutomaton [63], UML statechart [20], and
UPPAAL [40]. These models describe discrete computations, event-based and real-time
designs. One example is an analysis of concurrent thread communication for absence of
deadlocks and race conditions. Their formal and informal use can be seen across various
application domains [11].

• Hybrid system modeling with linear hybrid automata [1] or hybrid programs [56]. These for-
malisms represent a system as a combination of discrete jumps and continuous evolutions,
and are used to verify properties on the boundary of discrete and continuous dynamics. Hy-
brid models are often used to discover (or establish provable absence of) system executions
that falsify safety requirements, for example for the Toyota powertrain benchmark [34]. Hy-
brid programs have been used in formal verification of controllers in avionics and automotive
domains [49] [44] [45].

• Differential equation modeling, often simplified to Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE) [78].
A commonly used notation that encapsulates ODEs is a lumped element model: a set of dis-
crete entities that approximate the behavior of the whole system. Modelica and SimScape

4This list is not fully comprehensive: other modeling approaches may be employed for CPS. Nevertheless, this list
is representative of CPS engineering.
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are popular toolsets to build and analyze acausal lumped element models (e.g., a model of
heat dissipation of multiple independent heating nodes), each element of which has a set of
differential equations attached to it. Lumped element models are used to represent continu-
ous dynamics, such as mechanical movement, fluid dynamics, and electrical operation (for
example, in rechargeable batteries in electric vehicles [31]).

• Architectural modeling with languages such as AADL [23], SysML [15], UML structure
diagrams [10], and Acme [25]. These models focus on the system elements and their in-
teractions, relations, and properties, and can be used for component-based fault analysis,
product line management, and checking conformance to design space constraints [24] [26].

Yet another dimension of diversity for CPS (in addition to disciplines and modeling methods) is
the domain of application: automotive, aerospace, medical, and energy systems differ significantly
in their purpose, but each use common CPS modeling methods [59]. For example, car engine
control [12] and infusion pump control [48] rely on the same core principles of control theory,
even though their standards of safety and efficiency are different. Therefore, integration approaches
need to be applicable to modeling methods across various disciplines and application domains.

3.2 Integration of CPS Modeling Methods
The use of diverse modeling methods in a CPS project has several advantages over using a single
modeling method: (i) a broader scope of requirements can be explored and satisfied; (ii) higher
degree of quality assurance; (iii) reduced engineering effort due to domain-specific optimizations;
and (iv) reduced training costs since engineers can use modeling methods that they are most profi-
cient with.

However, it is important to properly integrate CPS modeling methods to achieve those benefits.
Otherwise, models and analyses are developed in isolation and do not contribute together to a
system that meets the requirements. To achieve proper integration, each modeling method needs
to be seen as part of a broader “modeling ecosystem”: what information does one method provide
for others? What does it depend on? What redundant or inconsistent information does it use? For
example, one method may make a design decision that another method relies upon: allocation of
tasks to processors, completed within real-time modeling, is necessary for model-checking thread
deadlocks and race conditions. Another case is when one method may restrict the application of
another. An example is a hybrid model that provides safety constraints on the parameters of the
controller, which is then simulated in a control modeling environment.

Poor integration may lead to high development cost: errors that are not discovered during model
integration rapidly increase in cost since these errors lead to major redesigns, recalls, and failures
of the system. One well-publicized example is a recall of General Motors cars due to an unstable
ignition switch [77]. In the Chevy Volt case, the electrical aspect of the switch was iteratively
redesigned several times, but the mechanical properties of the switch were neglected, rendering the
ignition switch physically unstable. Another neglected dependency was between the mechanical
position of the switch and operation of the airbags, which turn off whenever ignition turns off. Not
taking this dependency into account led to tragic consequences: a driver could accidentally turn
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off the ignition with his knee, rendering the car unsafe and poorly controllable. Better support for
integration of electrical and mechanical aspects of the switch could have prevented the fault and
subsequent costly recalls.

Today, modeling method integration for CPS is often manual, informal, ad hoc, and error-
prone [36]. One challenge comes from CPS models that use different abstractions of time, control,
state, and data. It may be difficult for an engineer to check if one model conflicts with another in
terms of these abstractions. For instance, at what point in time, in terms of a real-time controller
thread, is a control decision described by a Simulink model taken? And, if models disagree, what
steps should be taken to reconcile them?

Another integration challenge is redundancy between models, which emerges when model ref-
erents are not disjoint and overlap in some parts of the system. This overlap leads to models con-
taining (often implicitly) redundant information that may lead to modeling issues. For example, in
battery design, a circuit model and a thermal model both describe inter-cell connections, but from
different perspectives of electric and thermal connectivity respectively. If an electrical connectiv-
ity algorithm ignores the thermal aspects, the battery may end up in a thermally unstable state,
causing a “thermal runaway” [38]. Tracking such redundancies manually can be an overwhelming
task, given the scale and complexity of models in practice.

Even when models are made consistent, problems may arise later when analyses modify models
and introduce inconsistencies. For instance, the frequency scaling analysis may reduce a proces-
sor’s frequency, which may cause a task to miss its deadline the available processing power is not
consistent with the system’s computational demand. Often it is impractical to discover and fix these
emergent inconsistencies after every change. Instead, one could implement analytic integration –
executing only analyses that do not violate model consistency.

A successful approach to modeling method integration would take into account the complex
ways in which methods rely upon each other with respect to data and constraints. As an example,
a signal-flow control model describes computational tasks and signals that they exchange, and a
data security analysis provides restrictions on thread co-location, which in turn determines what
control tasks are possible. The pattern of reliance in modeling may be complex, and determining
the proper state of models and ordering of analyses is crucial to prevent design errors.

Modeling method integration requires taking model semantics into account. Simpler types
of consistency checking include structural mapping consistency [5] and parametric constraints on
views [60]. However, these are insufficient for high-quality modeling method integration. For
instance, integration may require coordination between several models. Consider a thread con-
currency model checker that relies upon an assumption that the system is behaviorally deadline-
monotonic (i.e., only threads with closer deadlines can preempt threads with further deadlines). To
verify this assumption, we’d first need to collect all sets of co-located threads from the real-time
model, and then run a state-space exploration to detect if preemption of any pair violates the dead-
line monotonicity condition. Providing support for such verification requires techniques that use
not only models’ structure, but also behavioral semantics.
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3.3 Integration Requirements
Although a precise meaning of successful integration of modeling methods depends on the project
context, it is possible to formulate general requirements of successful integration:

• Model consistency. Models are consistent if they agree on the system structure, properties,
and behavior. For example, consider a controller component that reads a variable (such as
an obstacle position) in a hybrid program, and the corresponding controller in a signal-flow
model that does not have access to that variable. This inconsistency can lead to invalidation
of guarantees provided by the hybrid program because, in practice, the controller would
receive noisy and delayed values of that variable as inputs, instead of the precise values.

• Satisfaction of analytic assumptions. Many modeling methods, and analyses in particu-
lar, are applicable only under certain assumptions about the system, its environment, and
other modeling methods. Violation of these assumptions can lead to faults in designs and
analyses. For example, a specific frequency scaling analysis can be used to lower the pro-
cessor frequency and improve battery life, but if used for non-deadline-monotonic schedul-
ing, this analysis may render the system unschedulable. Hence the assumption of deadline-
monotonicity has to be satisfied in order to run the analysis correctly.

• Satisfaction of dependencies between modeling methods. Modeling methods may depend
on information and decisions from each other. These dependencies are satisfied when the
information is exchanged between methods in an appropriate time and form. On the other
hand, if inputs are out of date, missing, or are not in the expected form, modeling results
may be incorrect. For instance, a bin packing analysis outputs thread-to-processor mapping,
which in turn is used to determine schedulability of the system. If bin packing is not re-run
when the thread parameters (period, deadline, . . . ) change, the schedulability analysis output
will be outdated and potentially incorrect.

Meeting these three conditions is necessary for successful integration. They inform my pro-
posed approach, which I discuss in the next section.

4 Proposed Approach
This section details my approach to modeling method integration, the scheme of which is shown
in Fig. 1 in Sec. 1. To recap, three major parts of my approach are model-view relations, analysis
execution, and verification of integration properties. The following subsections give overviews of
each part, and Sec. 7 describes further details of preliminary research towards each part.

4.1 Support for Model-View Relations
Consistency between models and their abstractions is an important part of integrating modeling
methods. Prior work [6] typically used manual abstraction of architectural views (which consist
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of components and connectors) from models. Manually supporting (i.e., creating and updating)
relations between views and models is labor-intensive and error-prone. First, some models may be
abstracted out in several ways, and without automation an engineer would have to apply judgment
(a time-consuming and error-prone process) every time a model or view changes. Second, it may
also be difficult to manually extract information that is scattered across a model (for instance,
operators related to robot-obstacle interaction).

Maintaining model-view relations automatically, however, can be challenging. Some models
can be mapped to component-and-connector views in a straightforward manner. For example,
for Simulink block diagrams components can be associated with blocks at some hierarchy level,
and connectors with signal arrows [6]. Other models, like hybrid programs [56], do not have
native syntactic support for components, and it may not be obvious how such models relate to
architectural views. For instance, a variable in a hybrid program is not explicitly related to any
specific component, but often needs to be associated with some component for implementation
and testing.

To be effective, a model-view consistency approach has to be customizable to the particular
modeling formalism. Finding a fit between a view and a model often requires adjusting both the
view and the model. In practice, formalisms can usually be adjusted only to the extent that does
not significantly change the associated modeling processes. Therefore, views need to be adjustable
to match formalisms. This adjustment contrasts with Bhave’s approach that used one vocabulary
for all physical views, and one for all cyber views [5].

I plan to provide automated support for model-view relations based on model-view transforma-
tions. Each view is constructed with a vocabulary of elements tailored to the formalism, and can
be automatically transformed into a model (if the view contains enough information) or a model
template. Conversely, models can be automatically abstracted to views. Specifically, I will take
advantage of the flexibility of architectural styles – custom vocabularies of architectural elements –
to support customization and tailor transformation algorithms. Each style can be used to represent
relevant parts of models written in a particular formalism.

Consider hybrid program (HP) CollAvoid (Eq. 1) below that specifies a unidimensional col-
lision avoidance problem for a robot. It states that, assuming that a robot and an obstacle are far
enough apart initially, they will not ever crash, assuming that their control algorithms (RobotCtrl
and ObstCtrl) and their continuous physics (RobotPhys and ObstPhys) execute in an indefinite
loop. During robot’s turn, its controller (Eq. 2) chooses between braking or non-deterministic
acceleration. The acceleration is chosen only if the distance to the obstacle is greater than the
worst-case braking distance.

CollAvoid ≡
| xr − xo |> ∆⇒ [ (RobotCtrl; ObstCtrl;

(RobotPhys,ObstPhys) ) ∗ ](xr 6= xo),

(1)

where RobotCtrl ≡ (a := −b
∪ (? | xr − xo |> v2/b; a := ∗));

(2)

This hybrid program is difficult to integrate with other models because it is essentially a logical
formula written in the input language of the KeYmaera prover. This formula is not explicitly
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separated into components or connectors. To make the architecture of this model more explicit, I
create a hybrid program view (Fig. 2). The idea of encoding a program in a view is to capture the
primary agents and their interactions, along with relevant properties such as a control algorithm
and a set of physical equations.

The view in Fig. 2 factors the control and physics of CollAvoid as two HP actors: a robot
and an obstacle. In this view, the robot uses the sensed value of the obstacle position xs instead of
directly using the obstacle position xo. The components are connected with a special “immediate
precise sensing connector” (IPSC) that replaces the sensing variable (xs) with the sensed variable
(xo) when the view is transformed into CollAvoid. Thus, the view represents this unstructured
hybrid program in terms of the vocabulary of HP actors (components) and sensing between them
(connectors).

Figure 2: Architectural view for the CollAvoid program.

Model-view transformations enable automatic creation and update of views and models. In
addition to cost and effort savings, this automation offers three other potential advantages:

• Standardization: Algorithms for abstracting out views and generating models are standard-
ized across the project. Therefore, engineers can produce views with a similar level of ab-
straction (i.e., not too many and not too few elements) with less reliance on personal judg-
ment. Such views are easier to understand because they are less idiosyncratic. Therefore,
these standardized views are easier to relate to each other.

• Traceability: If during integration it is found that some part of a view is not consistent
with another view, model-view relations can determine what parts of associated models are
inconsistent and may need to be changed.

• Reuse: A shared vocabulary of architectural elements can be used in several models. This
way, modelers do not have to write models from scratch and can reuse components and
connectors at a higher level.

The described mechanisms of model-view support (transformations and styles) are expected
to ultimately improve model-model consistency by improving consistency between models and
views (see Fig. 1).

4.2 Analysis Execution Support
As noted in Sec. 3.3, dependencies between analyses should be respected to integrate modeling
methods correctly. To this end, I plan to formalize input-output “interfaces” between analyses and
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models, and use these interfaces to manage analysis execution (at design time). Each analysis
will have an associated formal contract C that specifies inputs I, outputs O, assumptions A, and
guarantees G of the analysis, in short:

C , (I,O,A,G). (3)

Focusing on inputs and outputs, consider an example of two analyses from the real-time
scheduling field: bin packing (ABinPack) and frequency scaling (AFreqSc). ABinPack assigns threads
to processors using the minimal number of processors to schedule all the threads correctly (i.e.,
with no missed deadlines). AFreqSc reduces the frequency of processors in an already scheduled
system to reduce power consumption. A contract for bin packing CBinPack can be specified in terms
of view elements: components (e.g., threads T) and properties (e.g., thread period Per):

• I = {T,C, ,Per,Dline,WCET,NotColoc}

• O = {CPUBind}

Thus, ABinPack reads threads (T), their periods (Per), deadlines (Dline), worst-case execution times
(WCET), CPUs (C), and colocation restrictions (NotColoc). Bin packing writes its output –
thread-CPU bindings (CPUBind) – to the model, replacing previous values of this property.

In a similar way, frequency scaling can be associated with the following contract CFreqSc:

• I = {T,C,CPUBind,Dline}

• O = {CPUFreq}

Thus, AFreqSc reads threads, their deadlines, CPUs, and thread-CPU bindings, and outputs CPU
frequencies to the model. AFreqSc is dependent on ABinPack because the former writes, and the latter
reads, thread-CPU bindings.

A correct analysis ordering is one where all analyses execute in order of their dependencies. If
analysis A1 depends5 on analysis A2, then A2 should be executed before A1. In the example above,
ABinPack should always be performed before AFreqSc every time any of the inputs of ABinPack change.
Otherwise, values of CPUBind may be outdated and result in an incorrect reduction of frequency,
which may render the system unschedulable.

I plan to build a correct sequence of analyses by using input and output information in contracts
to create a directed analysis dependency graph. Any topological ordering of that graph is a correct
analysis ordering. To execute a particular analysis, I need to select a topological ordering that ends
with that analysis.

Calculating a correct analysis ordering in absence of dependency cycles is straightforward.
Many systems, however, have circularly dependent analyses. For example, security and reliability
analyses often have a dependency loop because they both read and modify the sensor design of the
system. In such cases it is impossible to obtain a correct analysis ordering from the dependency
graph.

5That is, one of A2 outputs matches one of A1 inputs.
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To overcome this limitation, I plan to use more sophisticated methods of dependency reso-
lution. One option is to try to obtain a sequence of analyses through exploration and testing –
obtaining various orderings and checking if any of them converges on a stable system model. This
method is computationally expensive and is not guaranteed to yield a result. Another possibility
is, instead of calculating a correct analysis sequence, looking for a fixpoint – a system model that
is not changed by any of the circularly dependent analyses and satisfies all of their guarantees

I plan to implement fixpoint search through a combination of SMT solving and genetic search
by translating architectural models and analysis contract constraints into satisfaction or search
problems. While these techniques are not guaranteed to always find a fixpoint, I believe they will
cover many of the common cases. When a fixpoint cannot be found, it may indicate that the system
requirements are irreconcilable and should be revisited.

The proposed analysis framework would achieve satisfaction of dependencies between model-
ing methods by not allowing out-of-order executions. This framework also contributes to model
consistency by not allowing analyses to make inconsistent changes to models (e.g., lowering CPU
frequency, thereby making threads miss their deadlines). Another aspect of correct analysis ex-
ecution is satisfaction of analytic assumptions (the “A” in Eq. 3), which I address in the next
subsection.

4.3 Properties of Integration Consistency
A crucial question for modeling method integration is what information and semantics should be
introduced at the view and analysis levels, and what should be left at the detailed model level. One
possibility is to expose complete model execution semantics for each formalism. This approach
may be expressive enough to verify integration properties using all elements of every model, but
reconciliation of these fully exposed heterogeneous semantics is too complex for humans to per-
form, and does not scale. Ultimately, exposing all semantics defeats the purpose of simplifying
integration because no model aspects are hidden. The other extreme is to limit the use of views
to simpler kinds of consistency, such as approaches targeting data types and component structure
(described in Sec. 6). Although this kind of integration is easier to carry out, it does not detect or
prevent important semantic and behavioral mismatches, examples of which I give below.

To take advantage of both the simplicity of views and the semantic power of modeling for-
malisms, I explore a middle-ground approach of splitting the syntax and semantics of some terms.
I introduce a vocabulary of syntactic terms at the view and analysis levels, but defer the semantic
interpretation of some terms to the detailed model level. Such terms include architectural ele-
ments (components, connectors, modes, . . . ) and element properties (e.g., periods and deadlines
of threads). Some integration terms are inconvenient to fully define at the architectural level be-
cause that would require a substantial semantic interpretation of views, and in such cases the terms’
definition is deferred to the model level. However, it’s important to refer to such terms at the ar-
chitectural level in order to express consistency rules. For example, dynamic quantities, such as
battery cell charge, need to be referred to at the architectural level and can be simulated or verified
at the model level.

I distinguish two types of integration properties: model consistency properties and analytic as-
sumptions. Model consistency properties are conditions under which a set of models is considered
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consistent (e.g., a common scheduling constraint is that all task deadlines are assumed to be no
greater than their periods). For a given set of models, each condition is either satisfied or not.
Analytic assumptions are conditions under which an analysis is applicable to a set of models (e.g.,
some frequency scaling analyses are only applicable to deadline-monotonic systems). If these con-
ditions are not met, analysis application may cause an error in the system design, such as violating
real-time requirements.

To express these integration properties over the necessary the terms, I propose a logic-based
specification language to express conditions of the modeling method integration. I explain writing
and verifying statements in this language below.

4.3.1 Specification of Model Consistency

Model consistency conditions constrain a (fixed) set of models and views. Consistency conditions
may refer to the structure or behavior of the system. If a condition is demonstrated to hold, that is
sufficient to conclude that a particular kind of integration error is not present in the set of models.
One of my goals is to create a way to express consistency properties across multiple models and
views.

Consider an example of a consistency property: worst-case sensor processing delay in the
control signal-flow model should be less or equal to the difference between sensor and processing
thread execution in the real-time model. This integration rule refers to the control and timing
models, and expresses a relationship between their parts. One consideration is that this rule should
apply to all sensors, and therefore needs quantification to be expressed. Another consideration is
that this rule’s interpretation in the real-time model relies on a difference in execution times (which
is a behavioral quantity), and can be obtained by model-checking of a discrete-time model. The
control model interpretation is more straightforward, boiling down to a property of a delay block.

In the proposed property language, the worst-case delay rule would be specified at the view
level, using such elements as sensors (Sensor), controllers (Ctrl), connectors (DelayConn), their
delay (conn.delay), and offsets of tasks (offset) – time differences between task executions, which
is uninterpreted at the view level. The worst-case delay rule would take the form of a mixed
predicate with a first-order and a temporal part (the latter contains a global modality G ):

∀ s : Sensor, c : Ctrl � (∃ conn : DelayConn � s.in = s ∧ s.out = c)

⇒ G (conn.delay <= offset(s, c))
(4)

This form of the rule can be modified depending on the set of models and integration ab-
stractions used. Regardless of the particular form of the rule, the proposed specification language
expresses statements about architectural abstractions of the control model: sensor, controller, and
a delay connector between them. On the other hand, the language includes behavioral terms like
offset, the specific meaning of which is not defined at the view level.

4.3.2 Specification of Analytic Assumptions

Model-based analytic operations may be inapplicable to some models, as discussed before in
Sec. 3.3. We specify these applicability conditions as assumptions and guarantees of each analysis.
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For example, in order to be applicable, AFreqSc requires behavioral deadline-monotonicity of every
pair of threads (see Sec. 3.2 and 3.3). This condition can be expressed as an assumption formula
with a behavioral boolean function CanPrmpt(t1, t2) that returns true when t1 preempts t2:

∀ t1, t2 � t1 6= t2 ∧ CPUBind(t1) = CPUBind(t2) :

G (CanPrmpt(t1, t2)⇒ Dline(t1) < Dline(t2))
(5)

Guarantees are properties that are expected to be satisfied after an analysis is performed.
Checking guarantees after analysis serves two purposes: (i) it establishes additional trust in the
output of a particular tool or algorithm; and (ii) it verifies assumptions that refer to models pro-
duced (or augmented) by the analyses. If an analysis guarantee does not hold, the analysis results
are declared inconsistent. I will use the same language for specifying analytic assumptions and
guarantees.

An example of a guarantee is a condition that should hold after ABinPack– the results of the CPU
binding algorithm do not violate security restrictions:

∀ t1, t2 � t1 ∈ NotColoc(t2)⇒ CPUBind(t1) 6= CPUBind(t2) (6)

4.3.3 Verification

To verify integration properties, I propose to use a combination of state-of-the-art verification
technologies. I treat the rules that are confined to the architectural level differently from those that
are interpreted at the level of models.

• Verification at the view level:
Integration conditions that reference only architectural elements and their properties can be
verified at the view level. For example, Eq. 6 can be fully interpreted and verified with
a constraint solver using information in the real-time and hardware views. I propose to
develop an automated verification platform to generate SMT specifications from views and
integration conditions, and verify such conditions using an existing SMT solver, such as
Z3 [14].

• Verification using model semantics:
Some integration properties cannot be verified solely at the view level. For instance, Eq. 5
refers to a behavioral property of preemption (CanPrmpt) that cannot be defined at the
level of components, connections, systems, and analyses because it requires the notions
of time and current system state. Such conditions are challenging to verify as part of a
general integration approach because they rely on a specific modeling formalism’s semantics
or structure.

I approach such integration conditions by leaving the semantics of behavioral terms (like
CanPrmpt and offset) undefined at the architectural level, and deferring their interpretation
to particular models. To interpret them formally, I define a verification domain that formal-
izes necessary behavioral functions and their execution semantics. For example, a predicate
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CanPrmpt(t1, t2) has to be given semantics in terms of state and time, which is possible
in a model that describes dynamic thread dispatching of tasks to CPUs [66]. Once given
semantics, this predicate can be used in many rules to specify integration conditions. Initial
results in doing this are described in Sec. 7.

To verify such integration conditions, I will utilize view-model relationships to extract in-
formation out of a model and construct a verification problem, or delegate verification to a
particular model. I plan to use state-of-the-art verification tools, like SMT solvers, model-
checkers, and theorem provers, for verification of such integration properties.

4.4 Tool Support
Sec. 4.1-4.3 covered the theoretical vision behind my approach. I propose to use automated tool
support to enable my approach in practice. The tool support will have three parts:

• Toolset for maintaining view-model consistency. Such tool support will be developed for
each target formalism with an architectural design environment AcmeStudio. First, an archi-
tectural view needs to be specified as a style in the Acme language. Such a style would in-
clude element types and constraints. Second, a parser for model annotations and a generator
of annotated models needs to be developed. Finally, a translator of architectural properties
into the model language needs to be implemented.

• Framework for analysis execution. This framework would include a parser for a contract
language and an execution infrastructure for analysis and verification tools to support correct
analysis execution. I plan to implement this framework on top of OSATE2 - an open-source
environment for AADL [21].

• Toolset for verification of integration conditions. First, I will need to develop a parser for the
specification language. Then, for each target domain and formalism, I will build implemen-
tations for verification domains. This toolset is envisioned as a standalone library that can
be used both within AcmeStudio and OSATE2.

5 Validation
With respect to the research claims in Sec. 2, I plan to validate the following qualities of my
approach to integration of CPS modeling methods:

• Feasibility: per claims 1, 2, and 3 (Sec. 2), it should be possible to implement the approach
in a toolset that works on realistic CPS models. The toolset should represent models, views,
and analyses, and verify modeling method integration. I plan to validate feasibility by im-
plementing my approach in the software toolset (outlined above in Sec. 4.4) and using the
toolset in case studies (see below).
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• Correctness: per claims 1 and 3, decision procedures for specification languages need to
be sound. I will demonstrate that they achieve their goals generally, not just on a case-by-
case basis. Specifically, I plan to formalize the specification language, prove its soundness,
formalize the algorithms, and prove that they achieve their respective goals.

• Effectiveness: per claims 2 and 3, my approach should automatically detect and prevent
modeling method integration errors that could otherwise be missed. I plan to validate effec-
tiveness of the approach by applying it in case studies to discover and prevent integration
errors.

• Generality: per claims 1, 2, and 3, my approach should be applicable to a range of CPS
modeling methods. The dimensions of variability of modeling methods are engineering
disciplines, modeling formalisms, and domains of application. It is important to sample
representative and diverse projects to check the scope of applicability of my MMI approach.

5.1 Case Studies
I plan to carry out integration case studies based on cyber-physical systems that are under develop-
ment or in operation. While evaluation of feasibility and correctness can be done in lab conditions,
case studies provide a holistic and realistic assessment of practical effectiveness and generality of
my approach.

A validation of effectiveness requires a set of appropriate realistic CPS case studies (I do not
expect more than one or two) that satisfy each of the following criteria:

• Use of multiple CPS modeling methods.

• Presence of non-component-based models or artifacts that need to be abstracted out to views
for integration (to validate Claim 1).

• Presence of model-based analyses from multiple interacting domains (to validate Claim 2).

• Presence of multi-model integration properties (to validate Claim 3).

For each case study I decide to execute, I plan to follow a process of evaluating my integration
approach. First, I will determine critical system properties, such as absence of physical collisions
or sufficiency of energy for the mission. The next step is reviewing models and analyses of the
case study to see how their incorrect integration may violate those critical properties. Then for
each potential violation I will construct relevant integration elements (architectural views, analy-
sis contracts, and integration property specifications). These elements may need to be iteratively
refined till they adequately represent the integration issues. Finally, I will execute verification of
property specification to see if integration errors can be detected or prevented.

The three following projects are the leading candidates for validation case studies:
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• The Europa Mission6 is an early-stage project at the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL).
This unmanned orbiter mission is planned to be launched to Europa (a moon of Jupiter) in the
next decade. Compared to other missions at JPL, Europa makes heavy use of model-based
systems engineering (using SysML) to organize engineering across various domains includ-
ing flight software, thermal simulation, deep space navigation, and command sequencing.

More specifically, using the Europa mission as a case study would require integrating the
following modeling methods:

– SysML statecharts [15].

– Timeline behavior representation [8].

– Physical mass modeling.

– Thermal load modeling.

– Electrical power modeling.

I have engaged with JPL systems engineers in a preliminary discussion, which indicated that
they experience substantial MMI problems and are open to collaboration.

• CoBot robots7 is a Carnegie Mellon project to create an autonomous telepresence robot.
The goal of the robot is to navigate through a building and complete user interaction tasks,
like performing a video call. Several versions of CoBot have different configurations to
accommodate diverse hardware platforms (e.g., using different distance sensors).

Most aspects of CoBot are not yet formalized using models and analyses. Ongoing research
withing a DARPA grant seeks to formalize elements of CoBot’s design and implementation.
I expect that the following CoBot models and analyses will be available:

– Publish-subscribe buses of Robot Operating System (ROS) (modeled using architec-
tural models with discrete behavior).

– Hardware and software configurations (represented with feature trees).

– Power demand simulation (in MATLAB/Simulink).

– Execution timing (represented as real-time task models).

I have established contact with the developers of CoBot and gained access to the develop-
ment artifacts.

• Andy Rover8 is Carnegie Mellon’s exploration rover that aims to drive on the Moon, take
photos and videos, and transmit them to the Earth. The collaborating teams of the Field
Robotics Center (responsible for the rover) and Astrobotic (responsible for the delivery and

6jpl.nasa.gov/missions/europa-mission
7cs.cmu.edu/˜coral/projects/cobot
8lunar.cs.cmu.edu
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landing vehicle) include students, researchers, and engineers from robotics, mechanical en-
gineering, and electrical engineering.

Although most of the project’s artifacts are not explicitly model-based, I believe it is possible
to define and integrate models and analyses for the following aspects of the rover:

– Embedded software for control, communication, and odometry (modeled with state
machines or architectural models).

– Electronic schematics for avionics (modeled and simulated in the SPICE2 tool [51]).

– Mechanical models (modeled with 3D CAD such as Solidworks9)

– Failure modes and effects analysis (represented as failure cause-and-effect matrices).

I have established contact with technical leaders of the project and obtained access to the
designs, code, and test results of Andy.

If additional case studies are necessary for validation, I plan to draw from the following
projects:

• A collision detection system for self-driving cars10 [19]. It is an extensive AADL model
with several subsystems including physical devices. I did preliminary work on this model to
integrate analyses for reliability, sensor security, and control [67].

• Autonomous quadrotor SMACCMPilot [43] is an open-source autopilot software for a quadro-
tor, and STARMAC [29] is a Stanford platform of a controllable quadrotor. This platform
model includes software, electronic, and physical elements. The autopilot and the platform
can be integrated and checked for consistency.

• Ford Autonomous Car11 is a Carnegie Mellon mechatronic design class project with elec-
tronic, control, and mechanical designs.

• The Toyota powertrain [34] is an engine control model in Simulink, and its hybrid program
abstraction (work in progress). The original model and its abstraction can be integrated.

6 Related Work
CPS engineering combines various modeling methods to address systemic properties like safety,
stability, schedulability, efficiency, and security. As mentioned in Sec. 3, a modeling method is a
cohesive set of formalisms, algorithms, and processes to represent, design, and analyze a system
towards satisfaction of certain properties. Much of the recent related work on CPS modeling has
focused on system representations (formalisms and models), paying less attention to change- and
process-related aspects of modeling methods.

9www.solidworks.com
10An up-to-date version can be found at github.com/bisc/collision_detection_aadl.
11sites.google.com/site/cmumechatronicdesign/home
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The related work can be split into two categories: individual CPS modeling methods that I
build upon and can incorporate into my approach, and CPS model integration approaches that can
be seen as alternative solutions to the MMI problem.

6.1 Modeling Methods for Cyber-Physical Systems
Modeling methods for CPS differ depending on a scientific field or commercial domain from where
they originate. Since CPS engineering revolves around the boundary between discrete digital and
continuous physical worlds, one of the most important characteristics of modeling methods is
their treatment of potentially continuous phenomena, such as time and space. On one side of this
spectrum are classic discrete software engineering models like statecharts [20], process algebras
[47], and transition systems [79]. These models are built to support composition, abstraction,
synthesis, and formal verification. However, their treatment of continuous dynamics is limited
and not satisfactory for CPS [42]. A special kind of discrete formalisms comes from the field of
software architecture [71]. Architectural models, such as UML [10], SysML [15], and AADL [23],
include flexible elements such as profiles, types, and annexes to allow specialization and extension,
making architectural models particularly suitable to be a foundation for CPS integration [5].

On the other side of the spectrum are classic control models written in differential or difference
equations [56], and their engineering counterparts like Simulink [13]. Although these models are
well-suited for traditional control settings like physical process control, it is increasingly difficult
to apply such models to complex intelligent systems. For instance, it is challenging to analyze
behavioral planning in signal-flow control models. Thus, discrete and continuous models enable
complementary analyses, but are challenging to integrate due to their differences in representation
and semantics.

The field of hybrid systems aims to combine discrete and continuous system dynamics in one
model. A common abstraction is a hybrid automaton [1] that combines continuous evolutions
defined by differential equations with discrete jumps. Although hybrid system approaches have
enjoyed success in symbolic and numeric analysis of hybrid models, these models have so far
experienced challenges with complexity and scalability, and thus have been applied only selectively
in practice. Another limitation is that hybrid models lack modularity mechanisms [68]. That makes
these models difficult to combine with common software and systems engineering methods. My
work will incorporate hybrid programs into a CPS multi-modeling framework by relating these
programs to architectural views.

Another way of combining discrete and continuous dynamics in one model can be found in
state-based approaches (e.g., [8]). One of such approaches specifies structure and behavior using
a component SysML model. Each component’s behavior is described with a state machine, each
state of which determines conditions and constraints on variables. Components’ variables are
“glued” by interaction elements that also contain constraints. This representation is fed into the
State Analysis [32] method to determine a state trace that satisfies a given goal network – a form
of temporal requirement specification for spacecraft activities. This work is an example of using
an high-level component model (a SysML component model) to give context and structure to a
behavioral formalism (a statechart). The authors argue that their state-based ontology increases
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consistency and productivity between design stages. My work takes similar ideas of high-level
representation to the domain of integrating multiple heterogeneous models.

6.2 Integration Approaches to CPS
A number of methods and tools have been specifically created to deal with integration problems in
cyber-physical systems.

One common bottom-up approach to system integration is based on contracts between indi-
vidual components of the system. Having deep roots in assume-guarantee reasoning for software
verification, this direction for embedded and cyber-physical systems was pioneered in research led
by Sangiovanni-Vincentelli and Passerone [4] [69]. If a system is decomposed into components or
layers, there is hope that those can be isolated with relatively simple formal interfaces. Thus, the
problem of verification is split into checking correctness of black-box composition and checking
conformance of an implementation to its interface. Modularization is an important idea in system
design, and it can be used within individual domains and formalisms to facilitate verification [53].
Nevertheless, it is difficult for modularization to address every cross-cutting interaction between
domains and formalisms, and hence it does not fully solve the problem of integrating modeling
methods. For example, security and energy are pervasive concerns, so expressing and verifying
them at each component interface is an overwhelming task.

Vanderbilt’s OpenMETA tool chain also aims to address challenges of model integration [74].
The tool chain is organized according to the platform-based design philosophy [37] and tackles
model integration on several levels: models, tools, and execution. At the model level, it uses
CyPhyML – a component-based integration language [72] for describing semantic mappings be-
tween various models, such as bond graphs and signal flows. CyPhyML uses many concepts like
signals (i.e., connectors) and typed ports similar to my approach. CyPhyML’s approach to main-
tain consistency with the models is based on semantic interfaces – FORMULA [33] specifications
of derivation rules for logical consistency statements. Semantic interfaces are less expressive than
model-view transformations because semantic interfaces are standardized for a pair of languages,
not based a specific context or an architectural style. Besides, CyPhyML picks a specific execution
model – continuous signals with discrete variables – that may not be compatible with behavioral
semantics of all CPS languages. Further, CyPhyML lacks the support to express integration rules
that span multiple models. At the tool and execution level, OpenMETA transforms models and
coordinates tool usage, but it does not provide a theory or tools for verification of complex analytic
applicability conditions.

Ptolemy II [57] is an actor-based simulation tool. It factors out models of computation, called
domains, as two components: a director that determines the computational model, and receivers
that manage data exchange for models. Models with different models of computation are integrated
using a director’s protocol. Although simulation is convenient and perhaps more intuitive for
engineers, it does not provide formal completeness guarantees, and it only allows one to integrate
component-based models through a fixed data exchange interface. Thus, it is not possible to relate
models that have incompatible or complex interactions. In terms of meta-model analysis, Ptolemy
II allows analysis of model elements based on lattice ontologies (e.g., compatibility of types and
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units), but this analysis does not extend to complex behavioral properties, such as those that my
work considers.

NAOMI [16] is a model integration environment based on objects. It provides a parametric
interface for each model, and supports change propagation and checking input-output constraints
similar to my analysis contracts approach. However, unlike my approach, NAOMI does not take
model structure or semantics into account, resulting in a rather shallow level of integration. Essen-
tially, NAOMI does not target hybrid models, thus making it not fully applicable to CPS modeling.

A substantial body of related work on architecture-based integration for mechatronics has been
carried out by Torngren’s group at KTH [76, 55]. Their work uses explicit viewpoints to differen-
tiate roles and responsibilities of engineers. The relationships between viewpoints are established
via contracts. A detailed example of such contracts which can be found in Derler’s work on inte-
grating timing and control engineering [18]. On the tool level their work uses TIL (Tool Integration
Language) that allows compositions of tools based on control flow, data flow, and exchanging ex-
ecution traces. This approach is built on separating modeling from metamodeling and resolving as
many integration issues as possible at the meta level. This approach has an advantage for resolving
large numbers of similar consistency issues. My work instead takes a bottom-up approach of in-
corporating heterogeneous modeling methods into the engineering process without an assumption
that their metamodels exists or are easily specifiable. In terms of tools, my work takes a step be-
yond TIL towards verifying correctness of tool application to a set of models, adding multi-model
logical verification to integration.

To connect the viewpoints with tool infrastructure, Torngren’s approach uses a dependency
tracking mechanism, called a Dependency Modeling Language (DML) [58] to link models in me-
chanical, control, and software engineering. DML represents properties within different models,
classifying the properties into analytic (predictive) and synthetic (chosen by the designer). DML
tracks dependencies between these properties. With this specification, it is possible to understand
the impact of a particular variable modification on the rest of the design, and to create consistency
checks on variable values across models. An important insight from this work is that tracking
dependencies across disciplines and formalisms is beneficial to integration, and my work takes
this idea further by automating dependency resolution. DML does not, however, take into account
the component structure of the model, and does not provide automated support for creating ar-
chitectural views. In contrast, architectural representations offer a richer structure for dependency
analysis than sets of variables.

As an example of utilizing architectural view structure, consider Bhave’s initial vision of the ar-
chitectural approach for integrating heterogeneous CPS models by detecting structural inconsisten-
cies between these models [6]. At the heart of this work is an algorithm to detect an inconsistency
of two architectural views, which are abstractions of different models, relating them through a base
architecture. As Sec. 1 discussed, this thesis extends Bhave’s approach by formalizing model-view
relations, adding semantic consistency verification at the architectural level, and incorporating the
analytic integration via contracts.
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7 Preliminary Work
This section describes my research towards the completion of this thesis.

7.1 Architectural Views for Hybrid Programs
Hybrid programs (HP) and differential dynamic logic (dL) [56] are the major parts of the hy-
brid modeling method – an important representative of CPS modeling formalisms that combines
discrete and continuous dynamics. Hybrid programs have an advantage over discrete formalisms:
continuities of system behavior can be explicitly represented with differential equations. Therefore,
hybrid programs often express dynamics in a natural and compact way, and properties specified
and proved in dL are less vulnerable to mismatch of the discrete and continuous time models.

Hybrid programs, however, are particularly difficult to integrate with other modeling methods,
in part due to their expressiveness and lack of language support for modularity. In a HP, fragments
of various concerns (control algorithm, environment, type of sensing and actuation, and so on)
are intertwined with each other in many statements of the program. Specification of interacting
components (e.g., a robot and an obstacle) is also dispersed through the body of the program.
Such problems lead to poor modularity and the possibility of compositional errors. These issues
inspired my preliminary work on creating an architectural view for hybrid programs, subsequently
published in CBSE/CompArch [68].

A key challenge of providing an architectural view for hybrid programs is that a hybrid pro-
gram does not have explicit support for describing components, their properties, and interactions.
To overcome this limitation, I created a set of architectural abstractions to model HPs. An im-
portant requirement for such abstractions is (at least partial) automation for their creation from
models: otherwise creating and updating them would be error-prone and time-consuming. The ini-
tial exploration showed that defining a transformation from a HP to an architectural representation
is prohibitively difficult due to lack of separation of concerns in HPs.

To incorporate hybrid programs into the multi-view approach, I defined how architectural prim-
itives can be transformed into hybrid programs [68]. This approach enabled design of hybrid pro-
grams at the architectural level, and at the same time eliminated the effort of manual model-view
consistency maintenance. A foundational abstraction for HP is an architectural view HPV that
contains HP actors HPA, composers CPR, and HP connectors HPC. I defined an algorithm
to transform HPV into a single HP via transformational functions in CPR and HPC. Given a
view, it is possible to express its properties in dL, thus elevating the level of logical reasoning to
collections of components. I also defined an analysis to check whether a view has a proper com-
positional structure (e.g., that an actor operates on variables of another actor only through explicit
connectors).

To help modelers create a number of HP model variants, I introduced type-based reuse: par-
tially specified actors and connectors can appear in multiple views. Evaluation based on models
from a robotic collision avoidance study [50] showed that some fragments of HPs are reused fre-
quently: actors’ physics (up to 40% of all variants) and sensing interactions (averaging two per
variant). The analysis over architectural views detected several modeling issues. Although they
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do not make the model logically unsound, these issues could lead to problems with safety, imple-
mentability, and understandability of the model.

To summarize this subsection, the preliminary work on architectural abstractions of hybrid
programs showed that model-view relationship can be maintained automatically and provide aux-
iliary benefits to domain-specific modeling. It opens further research space for theoretical analysis
of soundness of architecture-level HP analyses, and instantiation of model-view support for other
formalisms.

7.2 Contract-Based Integration of Cyber-Physical Analyses
Model-based analyses are widely used in CPS engineering to determine properties of systems, such
as overshoot of a setpoint, and determine appropriate parameter values, such as CPS frequency. As
I have argued above, it is important to ensure that analyses are integrated without errors. During
a preliminary investigation [66], I discovered two kinds of analysis integration errors. The first
one is unsatisfied assumptions behind an analysis, when an analysis does not apply to the system
model under design, but it is executed and produces unsound results. The second kind of analysis
integration error are caused by incorrect information exchange between analyses. So far I have
uncovered that it is possible for one analysis to use stale results or overwrite correct system design
parameters – I call these analysis ordering errors. Although many of these errors are straightfor-
ward to detect and resolve, there are corner cases (e.g., dependency loops) that are necessary to
address, as I describe below.

In this preliminary work I investigated an approach to represent and address analysis integration
errors using analysis contracts, subsequently published in EMSOFT [66] and AVICPS [65]. I for-
mally represented an analysis contract as tuple of its inputs, outputs, assumptions, and guarantees
(see Eq.3). The analysis contracts approach includes a language to specify analysis contracts and
an algorithm to verify correct contract-based integration. The approach prescribes the following
steps (at design time):

1. Formalize relevant elements of each engineering domain using a signature – verification
domain σ.

2. Specify a contract CA for each analysis A.

3. When a user picks an analysis to execute, use an algorithm to determine a correct ordering
O of preceding analysis (if one exists).

4. An algorithm executes each analysis in the sequence O. The assumptions of an analysis are
verified before execution, and guarantees are verified after execution.

Steps 1 and 2 utilize the specification fragment of my work. I demonstrated that it is possi-
ble to create succinct and decidable set- and function-based abstractions for the domains of CPU
scheduling and reconfigurable battery design. The initial version of the assumption and guarantee
language included a first-order logic fragment and LTL fragment, verified separately. This lan-
guage was sufficient to capture complex assumptions and guarantees of CPS analyses. I plan to
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extend this language and formalize its semantics to answer Research Question 3 regarding express-
ing and checking multi-model integration properties (see Sec. 2).

Steps 3 and 4 utilize the verification fragment of my work. First, I developed an algorithm to
determine a correct sequence of analysis executions. The algorithm uses a directed graph abstrac-
tion, and was shown to be sound [66]. Second, I created an algorithm to verify statements in the
combined FOL-LTL specification language. Although the theoretical soundness of this language
has not yet been demonstrated, it is sound for the considered examples of verification domains with
quantification over bounded sets.

The described preliminary work on CPS analysis integration successfully addressed several
integration errors in timing and battery domains. It has demonstrated the feasibility of the analy-
sis contracts method, which improved reliability (through formal description) and cost-efficiency
(through automation) of modeling method integration. Also, this work contributed critical insights
into the design of a multi-model language for integration conditions (see Sec. 4.3 for details). The
next steps in this research direction are resolving dependency loops and validating the analysis
contracts framework.

7.3 Tool Construction
I implemented model-view support for hybrid programs (outlined in Sec. 4.1) as a plugin in the
architectural design environment AcmeStudio [70]. The HP plugin includes an Acme style with
architectural primitives for HP: HPA, HPC, and CPR. The plugin has been used for represen-
tation and analysis of on an existing set of model variants in a collision avoidance case study by
Mitsch et al. [50]. Fig. 3 shows an architectural view of a collision avoidance model variant in
AcmeStudio.

The analysis contracts approach has been implemented in the ACTIVE tool [65]. This tool
builds upon the OSATE2 AADL framework [22] to specify and verify CPS contracts for AADL
models. Analysis contracts are specified in a special AADL annex [23] with its own parser and
interpreter. A user selects an analysis to run, and ACTIVE finds a sound ordering and executes
analysis in the ordering. ACTIVE verifies the assumptions of each analysis by a co-operative
use of a general-purpose SMT solver (Z3 [14]) and a domain-specific model and model-checker
(Promela/Spin [30]).

In summary, the tool construction efforts carried out so far demonstrate feasibility of automat-
ing CPS modeling method integration. To complete the validation of the tools, I plan to use them
in larger CPS case studies (as discussed in Sec. 5).

8 Research Plan
This section outlines the research plan for the proposed work. It discusses the expected contribu-
tions, the scope, the required tasks and a timeline to complete the research, and risks with their
mitigation strategies.
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Figure 3: Collision avoidance model in AcmeStudio.

8.1 Expected Contributions
If successful, the proposed research will make the following contributions to the theory of model-
driven engineering and cyber-physical systems:

• A formal description of model-view consistency, and algorithms for its support throughout
the design lifecycle.

• A language for analysis contract specification, and algorithms to support correct execution
of analyses. These algorithms include resolution of analytic data dependencies and analysis
contract verification.

• A language for expressing integration properties of cyber-physical system models, and algo-
rithms for verifying statements in this language.

If successful, the proposed research will make the following contributions to the practice of
model-driven engineering and cyber-physical systems:

• Implementation of the model-view formalism for the Acme ADL in the AcmeStudio archi-
tectural environment.

• Implementation of the analysis contracts framework for AADL in the OSATE2 architectural
environment.
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• Implementation of the integration property language for AADL in the OSATE2 architectural
environment.

• Case studies of integrating modeling methods in realistic industrial or academic CPS projects.

Depending on the available time and resources, several optional contributions can be made:

• A library of reusable CPS analyses, their contracts, model-view consistency rules, and inte-
gration properties.

• An instantiation of the model-view mechanism for another CPS formalism like mechanical
3D CAD models (e.g., in Modelica) or Simulink block diagrams.

• Theoretical analysis of the languages and algorithms (e.g., model-view transformations and
the property specification language) in terms of their expressiveness and soundness.

8.2 Scope
The scope of this thesis proposal is limited to demonstrating the thesis statement (Sec. 2) by pro-
viding the contributions (Sec. 8.1) and carrying out validation activities (Sec. 5). In these activities
I will focus on soundness, effectiveness, and generality of modeling method integration. Other
potentially relevant qualities include scalability of verification and precision/accuracy of models
(with respect to the real phenomena that are modeled). Admittedly, the proposed contributions
rely on reasonably scalable and accurate models for representation and verification. However, im-
proving such qualities of individual models is usually considered to be a goal of discipline-specific
research efforts12 – not of integration research. Therefore, I will not focus on scalability and preci-
sion in this thesis.

The proposed work has several intriguing extensions beyond its scope. First, my approach and
toolset could be integrated with many existing CPS engineering tools to provide better automated
support for formalism classes described in Sec. 3.1. This high-quality tool engineering effort is
beyond the scope because it focuses on lower-level details of tool integration without directly
contributing to the research goals. Integration outside the described formalism classes, although it
would provide additional validation, is also out of scope due to time and resource constraints.

Second, the proposed research can be applied in a variety of projects in the domains of medical
devices, energy systems, and home automation. These extensions are, however, outside of scope
for this thesis because they require extensive exploration and implementation, and do not provide
significant progress towards validating the claims of this thesis.

Third, automatic correction of MMI errors (in addition to their discovery and prevention, which
are addressed in this thesis) is a challenging task. Automated support for this task would make
integration more reliable and cost-effective. However, correction of errors is likely to require a
substantial research effort to enhance the proposed view and analysis abstractions and, thus, is out
of the scope of this thesis.

12For instance, model checking research often contributes new data structures and algorithms to perform more
precise and scalable checking of models [3].
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Fourth, investigating the human perspective on the modeling method integration may provide
unexpected insight into the sources of integration errors. Does expertise or background lead to er-
rors? Are accidental misunderstandings between engineers a factor? Does geographic distribution
affect modeling method integration? How should the process of refining and verifying models be
organized? Answering these questions would involve a significant investment in field work, and is
therefore out of scope of this thesis.

8.3 Tasks to completion
Much of the fundamental research towards my dissertation has been completed, but several the-
oretical and practical aspects are yet to be done. The largest remaining research component is
the integration property language. Before validation with case studies begins, it is necessary to
combine all three major research contributions to make sure they work consistently together.

The tasks to be completed are summarized in Tab. 1. The mandatory work is estimated to
be finished in 12–17 months. Fig. 4 shows a tentative timeline of the remaining tasks in this
thesis project. The most uncertain tasks related to the integration language (R5 and R6) are to
be completed first. Note that the combining task (R7) is implicitly dependent on R1-R6 and is
required to continue with case study execution.

8.4 Risks
The proposed research has several risks. I list these risks and mitigation strategies I plan to use to
reduce possible negative consequences.

• Complexity: the proposed formal specification may be too complex to use for a CPS engi-
neer.

I will validate practical effectiveness of the approach on realistic CPS projects. Although
not expected, it is possible that the amount and complexity of specification will be substan-
tial. In that case, to facilitate practical application, I plan to develop automated tools and
environments to support CPS engineers in their modeling and verification.

• Feasibility: a practical implementation of the proposed research may be infeasible or too
complex to implement (in particular, model-view support for some formalisms and verifica-
tion algorithms for integration properties).

To mitigate this risk, I plan to develop a toolset to automate the proposed integration ap-
proach. I will develop the tools in iterations, breaking down the work into feasible chunks.
If I discover that some implementation tasks are beyond the available resources, I will re-
place them with appropriate theoretical contributions.

• External validity: the integration approach may be inapplicable outside of the controlled
lab setting and selected projects addressed in my research. There may be other modeling
methods that the approach does not fit.
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ID Task Completion Months left
R1 Contract framework design 100% 0
R2 Contract framework

implementation
90% 0.5

R3 Model-view mechanism
design

90% 0.5

R4 Model-view mechanism
implementation

75% 1

R5 Integration property language
design

50% 2-3

R6 Integration property
verification implementation

50% 1

R7 Combining contributions of
R1-R6

25% 1

C1 Case study search 50% 1-2
C2 Case study execution 0% 2-4
T1 Thesis writing 25% 2-3
T2 Thesis defense 0% 1
O1 (Optional) Another

instantiation of model-view
mechanism

0% 1-2

O2 (Optional) Contract &
property library

25% 1-2

O3 (Optional) Deeper theoretical
evaluation of languages and
algorithms

0% 2

Total without optional 12-17
Total with optional 16-23

Table 1: Thesis tasks.

My research aims to demonstrate generality of the approach on diverse modeling methods
from different engineering disciplines and application domains. The initial approach was
envisioned based on several domains (real-time scheduling, collision avoidance). I will be
selecting validation domains (e.g., security and reliability) that are significantly different
from the original ones to test the scope of applicability of my approach.

• Possibility of validation: I may be unable to find or access realistic cyber-physical systems
for case studies.

Cyber-physical systems are often safety-critical and highly protected, and their designs and
models constitute critical intellectual property of organizations. If the potential case study
systems turn out to be unavailable or not to satisfy the criteria described in Sec. 5, I will
find other candidate systems or use an open-source system like SMACCMPilot [43]. How-
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Months after thesis proposal

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Mandatory tasks

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

R7

C1

C2

T1

T2

Thesis Defense

Optional tasks

O1

O2

O2

Figure 4: Thesis work timeline.

ever, preliminary outreach (e.g., to JPL and to the CoBot project) suggests that I will have
sufficient access to the necessary models and data.
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